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Spanish beaches deserted as the credit crunch bites 
Visitors drop by 8% in July as government pledges €500m to boost facilities 
 
From Elizabeth Nash in Madrid  

CREDIT-CRUNCHED HOLIDAYMAKERS are deserting Benidorm as Spain's mighty tourist industry takes a hit during the peak 
holiday season. 

An unprecedented drop in July in the number of visitors from abroad has produced empty sun loungers, deserted bars and cut-price 
offers the length of the Costa del Sol - and sounded alarm in the industry. 
"The drums of crisis have started to roll," says Jose Luis Zoreda, vice-chairman of the Alliance for Tourism Excellence, Exceltur, a 
lobby for leading hoteliers. "The outlook is stormy. There's nothing to indicate that the rest of the year will compensate for the fall in 
business that occurred in July." 
Numbers of foreign visitors dropped 8% in the peak month of July compared with the same period last year. Numbers of British 
holidaymakers fell by 5% between April and June, although Spain is still their favourite destination. Swiss, French and Italian visitors 
also stayed away. Catalonia, Andalusia, the Canary Islands, Valencia and the Balearics were the areas worst hit. 
Even Spaniards, fiercely loyal to their own country's tourist attractions, have cut holiday spending by 30%, in a trend that shows "signs 
of instability", the tourism and industry ministry said. 
The government has pledged 500m to update tatty hotels and installations, but the effects won't be felt until next year, which may be 
too late. "We need urgent measures now to prevent us suffering the same fate as the construction industry, big financial injections to 
reconvert our deteriorated tourist areas," Mr Zoreda warned. 
Tourism has long driven the Spanish economy, at some 10% of gross national product, but was overtaken in importance in recent 
years by a spectacular construction boom. Now that the cranes stand idle, real estate companies are bankrupt and building workers 
are on the dole, the focus has swivelled back to tourism as the best hope for keeping a stagnant economy afloat. 
But Spain's resorts report unprecedented vacancies. "We have dozens of hotels available on the costas," says the travel agent 
Fernando Fortea. "In previous years that was unthinkable." A receptionist at a four-star Benidorm hotel says: "We haven't reached 80% 
occupancy," when usually they'd be jam-packed. 
Desperate to boost occupancy, hotels are savagely cutting prices, offering full-board for the price of half-board, or generous all-
inclusive deals with all-day buffets. As a result, guests sit by the hotel pool sipping half-price daiquiris, then dance gratis in the hotel 
disco, while bar owners and restaurateurs contemplate empty seats. 
Visitors who venture out take their own bottles of water rather than buying them from beachside vendors, and even carry their own 
folding chairs to the water's edge, slashing the deckchair hirers' trade by half. 
The problem is that the credit crunch has bitten Spain's traditional sand, sea and sangria holidays at the very moment that the cheap 
and cheerful package formula pioneered in the 1960s has become exhausted. 
Spain no longer offers a cheap holiday for Europeans. Destinations in Egypt, Turkey or Morocco can be 30% cheaper, and often offer 
more modern facilities. In this crisis year, they are booming by 15 to 22%. 
Spanish tourism authorities have striven over the years to create alternatives to the worn-out beach formula: they've promoted off-peak 
mini-breaks, green tourism, cultural tourism, conference tourism, health tourism and high-end luxury tourism as alternatives to a 
fortnight by the sea. 
And this year, with the outlook desperate, authorities have come up with possibly their best bet: "Winter in Spain", to prolong the tourist 
season beyond the summer months. 
"It's a proposal by the government to attract people outside the usual summer holiday period. We are renowned for our sun, and that 
sun shines all year round," a tourism and industry ministry spokesman said this week. 
But the bold new strategy smacks of an emergency measure to avert imminent catastrophe. "They are ideas, proposals at this early 
stage, work in progress," the spokesman said when pressed for details. 
He promised more information following a meeting in Seville at the end of September. "Then we'll be in a position to mount our 
international campaign for winter holidays in Spain." 
The slogan conjures up all sorts of imaginative proposals for the out-of- season visitor: blockbuster art shows, sun-drenched snow 
sports, cultural tours of ancient cities and historic monuments, gastronomic visits to some of Europe's finest eateries and most 
spectacular wineries, luxury down-time in spas and hot springs. But none of this comes cheap. 
Spain recognises it needs a more prosperous international visitor, and is casting its net wider. Tourist offices are planned for Mumbai, 
Prague, Sydney, Budapest, Seoul, and eventually Russia and China. 
As cash-strapped Europeans take their buckets and spades elsewhere, those immune from the crisis seek smarter options from their 
favourite holiday destination. 

 


